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SSOPAS 
7th Spanish Symposium on 
Orthogonal Polynomials and their 
Applications 
Dare : 23-27 September, 1991. 
Locution : Granada, Spain. 
Organizers : 
J.C. Angulo, F.J. Gglvez. J.S. Dehesa, A. Zatzo. 
Other information : 
- The SSOPAS was born to connect the efforts and to 
exchange the knowledge of the Spanish people which 
use polynomials techniques in any way and/or domain. 
Year after year the number of other Buropean scientists 
working in related fields which attend the Symposium 
is increasing, what has enriched it considerably. Peo- 
ple like H. Bavink, M. de Bruin, L. Littlejohn, P. 
Maroni, H. Meijer, 0. Njastad, A. Ronveaux and W. 
Van Assche have aheady agreed to participate. 
- The scientific program will consist of some plenary 
lectures and short communications (20’). 
- During the Symposium there will be a special session 
on l ‘Computational Algebra”. 
- The cost of attendance is expected to be very reason- 
able. The following estimates are subject to change 
but it is anticipated that the registration fee will be less 
than 15.000 pts, which include the admission to the 
Symposium, a copy of the book of abstracts, a copy of 
the Proceedings, reception and patticipation in some 
social events. The price for lodging and meals will 
total about 4.000 pts per person and day. 
- In order to keep discussions informal, the size of the 
Symposium must be limited to about 100 invited patti- 
cipants. 
Contact address : 
VII Simposium Sobre Polinomios 
Ortogonales Y Appliciones 
Dpto. de Fisica Modema 
Facultad de Ciencias, Univ. de Granada 
Avda. Fuentenueva s/n, 1807 l-Granada, Spain 
Tel.: 34-58-243217 
Fax: 34-58-274258 
E-mail: ANGULO@UGR.ES; DEHESA@UGR.ES 
SCAN-1991 
International Symposium on 
Computer Arithmetic and 
Scientitic Computation 
Dare : l-4 October, 1991. 
Locution : Oldenburg, Germany. 
Organizer : J. Herzberger. 
Sponsors : 
- International Association for Mathematics and Com- 
puters in Simulation (IMACS). 
- Gesellschaft fiir Angewandte Mathematik und 
Mechanik (GAMM). 
- Institut fiir Angewandte Mathematik der Universitiit 
Karhuuhe, Germany. 
- Fachbenich Mathematik der Universitilt Oldenburg, 
Germany. 
Topics : 
- Contemporary Computer Arithmetic 
- Computer Arithmetic and Programming Languages 
Environments 
- Enclosure Methods 
- Interval Arithmetic Algorithms. 
Other information : 
- The symposium will be held at the Universitit Olden- 
burg in the city of Oldenburg. Oldenburg is an Inter- 
city Railway station and the nearest airport is Bremen 
(45 km). Moderately priced hotel accommodations ate 
available in the city. 
- There will be invited lectures as well as short commun- 
ications (20 min.). Potential contributers should sub- 
mit abstracts (one page DIN A4) not later than April 
30. 1991 to the chairman of the symposium at the 
address below. 
Contact address : 
Prof. Dr. J. Herzberger 
Pachbereich Mathematik 
Universitiit Oldenburg 
W-2900 Oldenburg 
Germany 
N14 
Fourth Conference on 
THEORETICAL and APPLJBD MECHANICS 
Dote : 5-7 November, 1991. 
Location : Cairo, Egypt. 
Other information : CAM-Newsletter 6. N. 3. 
Contact address : 
Dr. Mahmoud R. Parweez 
Academy of Scientic Research and Technology 
Scientific Societies and International 
Unions Department 
101 Kasr-al-Aini Street, Cairo - Egypt. 
International Congress on 
BXTRAPOLATION and 
RATIONAL APPROXIMATION 
Dufe : 13-17 January, 1992. 
Location : Tenerife, Canary Islands, Spain. 
Orgonizing committee : 
N. Hayek (Univ. of La Laguna, Spain), C. Brezinski 
(Univ. of LiJle. France), P. Gomez-Vera (Univ. of La 
Laguna, Spain), F. P&etAcosta (Univ. of La Laguna, 
Spain), C. Gonztflez-Concepcidn (Univ. of La Laguna, 
Spain), M. &macho (Univ. of La Laguna, Spain), J.D. 
Betancor (Univ. of La Laguna, Spain), M. Jim&ez 
(Univ. of La Laguna, Spain). 
Invited lectures : 
D.J. Bessis (Service de Physicque Theorique de 
Saclay, Prance), 
G.H. Golub (Stanford University, California, USA), 
M.H. Gutknecht (Swiss Federal Institute of Technol- 
ogy, Zurich, Switzerland), 
P. Rabinowitz (Weizmann Institute of Science, Israel), 
R.S. Varga (Kent State Univeristy, USA). 
Other information : 
- The Congress aims to give an actual perspective of the 
Status-of-the-Art and of the research trends in Bxtmpo- 
lation and Rational Approximation. 
- The Congress will be structured with invited lectures 
concerning fundamental aspects of this subject along 
with contributed lectures (25-30 minutes). Persons 
interested in such this event am kindly invited to parti- 
cipate. 
Contact address : 
P. Gonzfiez-Vera (E.R.A.) 
Departamento de Anlnisis Matemrttico 
Universidad de La Laguna 
38271 La Laguna. Spain. 
3. INSTITUTIONAL REPORTS AND DOCTORAL 
Tl-mSEs 
Reports: 
Tw-137 : 
TW-138 : 
Tw-139 : 
TW140 : 
Tw-141 : 
TW- 142 : 
TW-143 : 
TW-144: 
Department of Computer Science 
K.u.Leuven 
Celestijnenlaan 200A 
B-3030 Heverlee (Leuven), Belgium 
P. Verlinden and R. Cools: Miuimal cubatme 
formulae for integrals with circular symmetry. 
J. Verschelde, M. Beckers and A. Haegemans: 
A new start system for solving deficient poly- 
nomial systems using continuation methods. 
S. Vandewalle and R. Piessens: Efhcient paral- 
lel algorithms for solving initial-boundary 
value and time-periodic parabolic pattiaJ dif- 
ferential equations. 
D. Roose and S. Vaudewalle: mcient parallel 
computation of periodic solutions of parabolic 
partial differential equations. 
J. Verschelde and R. Cools: Nonlinear reduc- 
tion for solving deficient polynomial systems 
by continuation methods. 
S. Vandewalle and R. Piessens: Numerical 
experiments with multigrid waveform relaxa- 
tion on a parallel processor. 
L. Beemaert, D. Roose, R. Struys and H. 
Deconinck: A multigrid solver for the Euler 
equations on transputers under Bxpress. 
J. Verbeke and A. Haegemans: De regle en 
complexe GAOR-methode (in Dutch). 
